
Product Feed Automation Tool
Designed for Growth

Save time. The process of manual product upload to various platforms requires time. By using 
Sellbery, you can concentrate on more relevant tasks and let us do the monotonous work for you.

Expand to multiple channels. Sellbery enables easier and faster access to new marketplaces for 
your business.

Unlimited import frequency. Upload new listings when it’s needed and keep everything 
updated.

All channels are for free. Sellbery doesn’t charge any additional fees for platforms or channels. 
Enter as many marketplaces or webstores as you want. Prices are based on the number of SKU.

Simplify the process. There is no need to study the product upload requirements of each 
platform – Sellbery adjusts the product data to the specifics of each system automatically.

Code-free solution. You can manage Sellbery without technical background and any coding.

About Sellbery

Principle of work

Benefits for the customer

Sellbery is a product feed tool to automate product export from your eCommerce platform to 
multiple marketplaces and shopping engines, what makes your products visible for millions of 
potential customers and results in significant revenue growth.

Sellbery is user-friendly and easy to understand, whether you sell one item, or 10,000 each with a 
unique style, brand, color, size, etc. The platform can streamline, automate and start generating 
results across multiple channels in a few minutes.

Sellbery connects all your products to the most visited marketplaces, converts them into required 
data formats for each channel and keeps your listings updated across multiple accounts. Then 
the tool delivers orders from all channels via an automated and scalable inventory system that 
links directly to your web store in real-time.
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Inventory & Order Sync. Sellbery aggregates all information on orders and inventory data from 
each marketplace in your CMS admin panel, providing advanced management and control 
capabilities.

Increase profits. Simple mathematics — as you enter new platforms, more potential customers are 
attracted. As a result, more profit is generated.

Pricing

Sellbery plans are based on the total number of SKUs in your account with no order limitations. 
Prices start at €19/month. To select a plan that fits the needs of your business, go the checkout 
page. If the number exceeds 15 000 SKU, an individual enterprise pricing plan is elaborated.  
One free setup is made by our account manager after first month paid subscription.

Also, a free 14-days trial is available, no credit card is required. 

Supported channels

Shopify

Shopping carts:

Magento 1/2

WooCommerce

Plentymarkets

Shopware

File

Marketplaces:

Amazon

Walmart – Beta

eBay

Rakuten – Beta

Etsy

Lazada

MercadoLibre – Beta

Shopping engines:

Facebook

Google Shopping
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Uploads direction:

Support

eCommerce platform to Marketplace/Shopping engine
Marketplace/Shopping engine to Marketplace/Shopping engine 
Marketplace/Shopping engine to CMS
eCommerce platform to eCommerce platform

Not to be alone when facing any difficulties, we are happy to help you via phone, email or chat. 
More info on Sellbery website.

Contact Us

Phone: +358 9 42456240
!

Phone: +1 302 261 9331
"

E-mail: help@sellbery.com
✉

Web: sellbery.com
$
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